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ALPACA WORKBENCH FOR RASPBERRY PI 11 BULLDOG 

(32 AND 64 BIT KITS) 

Bob Denny (V3.2 April 2023) 

Contact on ASCOM Talk Developer Forum 

This document shows you how to build an Alpaca workbench consisting of the ASCOM Alpaca "Omni Simulators" 

package (included), the ConformU conformance checker tool (included), and info on the Python client API library 

Alpyca  and the  Wireshark net analyzer tool to analyze the HTTP/REST network data. Since this is (primarily) a 

developer package, help will be provided on the ASCOM Driver and Application Development Forum. 

Please note that some of the screen shots are for older versions of ConformU and will be updated in a future 

version of this document. 
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INSTALLATION 

The Omni Simulators and ConformU components are placed into  /opt1/ascom.alpaca.simulators[64] and 

/opt/ascom.alpaca.conformu[64], respectively, along with the .desktop files needed in /usr/share/applications 

for the simulators app to appear in the Desktop GUI's Berry menu under Accessories.  

The archive contains kits for both the 32-bit and 64-bit Bulldog versions. The 32-bit build will work on the older 

Buster OS as well but will not work on 64 bit Bulldog. These two builds are in the Bulldog32 and Bulldog64 folders, 

respectively. Open a bash shell and change directory to the BulldogXX folder that's appropriate to your OS then run 

the install.sh or install64.sh shell script, for example. 

./install.sh 

After it completes the Berry menu should show Alpaca Conform and Alpaca Simulators with '(64)' on a 64 bit 

system: 

 

To uninstall use the included uninstall.sh scripts. 

UPDATING THE WORKBENCH 

If you want to install a newer version of the Alpaca Workbench, follow the installation instructions above, except 

first run the uninstall.sh script to remove the old files, and then install.sh to install the new ones. This will avoid 

leaving fossil files around.  

USING UPDATE AVAILABLE LINKS IN THE SIMULATORS AND CONFORMU  

 
1 Considered best practices, see What does /opt mean in Linux 

https://www.baeldung.com/linux/opt-directory
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If you see an Update Available link in the Simulators or in ConformU it will take you to the GitHub "latest release". 

The updating process is not automatic because these apps are compatible with many Linux distros and are 

installed by non-Workbench users. It is up to you to extract the new version's files to the locations shown above. 

Be aware that they are meant to be installed with root:root so you'll need root/sudo privs to do this.  

INITIAL START AND CONFIGURATION OF SIMULATORS 

Selecting the Alpaca Simulators menu item should cause the Omni Simulator to start. You will first see a shell 

window containing several logged messages and, depending on your browser, possibly several harmless GUI and 

other  messages. Shortly thereafter your default browser (normally Chromium) will appear. 
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Note the URL of the simulator's home page http://localhost:32323. You might want to bookmark this. 

SETTING UP THE HOST APP (SERVER)  

The first thing to do is open and review the Driver Setup window. All the simulators share a single host app (server) 

and the common settings for this are here. 
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For now, just fill in the Server Location with any descriptive text you wish and click Save. Allow Remote Access 

controls whether other computers on your LAN will have access to the simulated devices. Leave the Server 

(Alpaca) Port as well as the Discovery Port at their default values unless you have a good reason (and the network 
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configuration skills) to change them. The other settings are for advanced/unusual situations and are self-

explanatory.  

SETTING UP DEVICES 

Each simulated device has a SetupDialog() page which you can display with its Setup button. This serves the same 

role as the SetupDialog() window that an ASCOM/COM driver has. The device characteristics are established on 

this page. The settings you make are persistent and apply to all apps that use the simulated device.  For example, 

to set up  your simulated rotator, opening its SetupDialog() window: 

 

 

Clicking Save makes your changes persistent. Use the browser's back arrow to close the setup dialog.  Hopefully 

this will get you going with the simulators you want to use. 
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SIMULATORS ROUTINE USE - ALPACA 

Please note: Windows is not required for Alpaca as we will see.  

Once the simulators are running, you can close the browser and the simulators should simply answer and provide 

the simulated devices to any app that wants to use them.  For example, using SkySafari 7 Plus or Pro, make a new 

Telescope Preset, select ASCOM Alpaca as the Connection Type.  Leave Auto-Detect and click Scan. You may need 

to scan twice. You should end up with this: 

 

Then Next... Leave Set Time and Location on. SkySafari will send the location (latitude and longitude) to the 

(simulated) telescope, and it will be a persistent simulator setting. The simulator's date/time will not be changed 

because the simulator does not have root privileges. 

https://skysafariastronomy.com/
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At this point you'll have a simulated mount in SkySafari. Connect in SkySafari, and the sky should move to center 

on the simulator telescope coordinates. You can also open the Telescope settings in the browser and look to see  

that the Latitude and Longitude of the simulator (now) matches the location you have set in Sky Safari. This will 

only be true after you have connected SkySafari to the telescope. That's when it sends the coordinates. Here's 

SkySafari connected to the simulated telescope pointing at the Pleiades and showing the configured field of view 

indicator.  
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SIMULATORS ROUTINE USE - FROM WINDOWS APPS VIA A DYNAMIC DRIVER 

Please note: Windows is not required for Alpaca as we saw above. 

The Windows ASCOM Platform provides a Chooser that can automatically create and configure an ASCOM driver 

that translates from COM to Alpaca and back. This means your Windows astronomy app can use Alpaca devices 

(like the OmniSimulator devices) today with no changes to the app. 

You  only need to do this once for this Alpaca device. In your ASCOM-compatible astronomy app, use the Chooser 

as usual to specify the type of device. Let's say you are using FocusMax, and your focuser is a self-contained WiFi 

Alpaca device. You can use the Omni Simulator's WiFi Alpaca focuser to simulate this. Assuming your Windows 

system is on the same local network, in FocusMax show the ASCOM Focuser Chooser:  

 

 

Enable Discovery (one time setting) then Discover Now. The Chooser will automatically discover when opened the 

next time and thereafter. You will see the Alpaca Discovery light flash on and off. Once it is finished, click the 

device list as usual, you will see a new Alpaca-discovered Focuser listed (it's the simulator). Select it. You'll see this 

tooltip. Click OK as advised. 
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Now you'll be asked for Administrator privileges, needed to create a new ASCOM/COM device that is accessible to 

all users not just you. Allow it, and probably tell the Platform not to bug you about this in the future: 

 

The new ASCOM COM driver that provides access from your app (in this case FocusMax) to the WiFi Alpaca focuser 

has been created. At this point you can click OK and then OK in the Chooser and "just use it" in FocusMax.  
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SIMULATORS USAGE FROM WINDOWS APPS THAT DON'T USE THE CHOOSER (SGP, NINA, 

ETC) 

Programs such as Sequence Generator Pro (SGP) and Nighttime Imaging 'N' Astronomy (NINA) don't use the 

ASCOM Chooser to select their ASCOM devices. Therefore they do not have in-app access to the automatic Alpaca  

gateway driver creation feature in the ASCOM Chooser. This is no problem though. You can use any program that 

has Chooser Support for the type of device to which you want to connect. In this example the program  would need 

to have Chooser support for a Focuser. We just created the dynamic driver for the Alpaca focuser in FocusMax and 

it would already show in SGP and NINA. That is enough, but... 

CHOOSER IN ASCOM DIAGNOSTICS  

If the device you want to use from SGP or NINA is used only in SGP or NINA, you can still get a Chooser for the 

device. Let's say your program needs to use an Alpaca Dome and no other program on your Windows system uses 

Domes. Go to the Windows Start Menu > ASCOM Platform 6 > Tools > ASCOM Diagnostics. In the ASCOM 

Diagnostics window that appears, select the Choose Device menu, Choose and Connect to Device (32-bit 

application). Now you see the Device Connection Tester, but you're not going to connect, you just need the 

Chooser. Select your device type, then click Choose. The ASCOM Chooser for that device type will appear. Use it to 

discover and select an Alpaca device, click OK then just close ASCOM Diagnostics. At this point the Alpaca device 

should appear in the SGP or NINA device list since it is "just another Windows device" as far as those programs are 

concerned.  
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ADVANCED ALPACA USAGE FROM WINDOWS APPS 

Any time you open the Chooser and one of the Alpaca drivers is selected, you can click Properties... to show a 

window where you can control advanced network capabilities for your app, including username/password security, 

ports, etc.  

 

 

If you are network-skilled most of this will make sense. If not don't worry about it. But there is one cool thing you 

can do from here. If you click "This ASCOM Device", you'll see the device (Focuser in this case)  setup page in the 

browser. Try it. Once you see this and understand what this does, click OK.  Similarly, the "Whole Alpaca Device" 

button will open the browser to  show the Driver (the host app and server) setup you saw during initial 

configuration. Try this now as well.  
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EXPLORING ALPACA FROM PYTHON 3 - THE ALPYCA PACKAGE 

The ASCOM Initiative has released a Python 3 client interface package called Alpyca. You can explore this package 

via the online docs at Alpyca: API Library for Alpaca (also available as a PDF). To install into your Python 

environment (or virtual environment), as usual: 

pi@raspberrypi:~ pip install alpyca 

You can write simple Python scripts to exercise the various simulated devices provided by the Omni Simulator: 

 

  

https://ascom-standards.org/alpyca/
https://ascom-standards.org/alpyca/alpyca.pdf
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EXPLORING ALPACA AND THE API WITH THE OPENAPI BROWSER  

The Omni Simulator (ASCOM.Alpaca.Simulators) includes a complete implementation of the OpenAPI Browser 

(formerly known as Swagger UI). All the Alpaca device APIs are presented as visual documentation, including live 

"Try it out" capability. To get there, return to the simulator's home page. 

 

Eventually, you'll see this. Note that this can be quite slow to initially open on a Raspberry Pi 3. Once it is open 

each end point should open in less than 10 seconds. On a Raspberry Pi 4 this is much more tolerable. It's beyond 

the scope of this document to describe how to use this popular API tool. This Perforce blog post does a decent job 

of guiding you through the OpenAPI/Swagger UI testing tool.  

https://swagger.io/tools/swagger-ui/
https://swagger.io/tools/swagger-ui/
https://www.blazemeter.com/blog/getting-started-with-swagger-ui
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USING CONFORMU - THE UNIVERSAL CONFORMANCE CHECKER 

ConformU is a universal cross-platform interface and behavior checker for all Alpaca devices. ConformU performs 

deep checks of both interface compliance and behavior by interacting with a device through Alpaca2, as well as the 

lower-level Alpaca protocol at the HTTP/JSON level. It also has a useful Alpaca Discovery Map function which 

allows you to browse Alpaca devices on your local network3. It is quite simple to use, however there are advanced 

settings available for unusual situations. We'll skip these for now. When you start ConformU via the Berry menu, 

you should see a shell window similar to the one for the OmniSim, and then this: 

 

If you want to follow along with this, start the Workbench Alpaca Simulators now (you'll see its tab in the 

Chromium screenshots below). To run a test, you must first tell ConformU which Alpaca device you want to test. 

Start by clicking the Select Device button and following the map shown below: 

 
2 ConformU gets its name "universal" because it can check both ASCOM COM and ASCOM Alpaca, and it also runs 
on Linux, Windows, and MacOS. However here on the Raspberry Pi, it is limited to checking Alpaca devices. 
3 Alpaca discovery is limited to the local network by design.  
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You're ready to test now. You can get to the device's settings as well as its Alpaca server's settings with the Device 

Setup link on the left, but we'll assume you have already configured your device to be ready to use. It must be 

powered up, COM ports correct, etc. Please note that ConformU will move / operate all devices e.g. slew a 

telescope to various positions, rotate a dome and open/close its shutter, etc., so please ensure the area is clear of 

obstructions, including people, and that it is safe! Now switch back to Home (if needed, a device change will do it 

for you) and start the test by clicking the Start button: 
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You will see the progress of the test, step by step. Depending on the device, it may take quite a while and cause 

many moves. When it is finished, you'll see something like this: 
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The log of the test is written to /home/pi/ascom/logsyyyy-mm-dd/conform.report.txt. 

USING THE ALPACA PROTOCOL CHECKER 

The Alpaca Protocol Checker validates your device’s low-level HTTP and JSON for errors. Such errors include 

improper casing on endpoint URIs, missing or invalid required parameters, query string components, HTTP method 

usage, HTTP result codes, and more. If you are using one of the libraries supplied by the ASCOM Initiative, and are 

therefore working within the ASCOM Master API, you should not have problems with the low-level protocol. 

However, if you are rolling your own Alpaca JSON, programming your own HTTP requests (an application) or 

responding to HTTP requests (a device) this tool can help you “get it right”. 
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USING THE DISCOVERY MAPPING TOOL 

The Alpaca Discovery Map tool is useful for finding out what devices are accessible from your Raspberry Pi. Open 

the Alpaca Discovery Map, click Discover, and see the results. Here's what you should see with the Workbench 

Omni Simulator running on your Raspberry Pi. Keep in mind that discovery operates only on your local network 

and not the public internet: 
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DISCOVERY DIAGNOSTICS 

ConformU also includes a Discovery Diagnostics page (listed on the left-side list on later versions). When invoked, it 

provides information to support the discovery process and correctly implementing the Alpaca management API. 

Discovery Diagnostics confirms correct operation and reports issues such as: 

• Incorrect JSON discovery response casing or structure 

• Incorrect supported API version numbers 

• Missing or empty manufacturer name and version fields 

• Incorrectly spelled ASCOM device types 

• Missing or empty unique ID 

EXAMINING HTTP/REST MESSAGES WITH WIRESHARK 

While familiarizing yourself with Alpaca, as well as testing your app or driver, it can be very useful to see the actual 

HTTP/REST messages between the app (requestor) and the driver (responder). By installing the amazing Wireshark 

on your Pi along with the OmniSim, you can see the actual HTTP/REST messages. It's easy to install but being so 

https://www.wireshark.org/
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powerful it will take you some time to get used to it. To save you time, here is a link to the PDF Wireshark User 

Manual.  

INSTALLING WIRESHARK AND SETTING PRIVILEGES  

To install it on the Pi, you need about 100MB. In a shell 

pi@raspberrypi:~ $sudo apt install wireshark 

During installation you'll see this 

 

Make sure to answer <Yes> to this so you don't have to start Wireshark with root privs. But there is more, note it 

says you still need to be a member of the "wireshark" group. Once the installation completes, add yourself 

(typically you are user "pi"):" 

pi@raspberrypi:~ $sudo usermod -a -G wireshark pi 

Now log out and back in to join the "wireshark" group. You will find Wireshark in the Berry menu under Internet. 

 

CHECKING THE WIRESHARK INSTALLATION 

Now start Wireshark and be sure you see the network interfaces, indicating that you have successfully allowed 

non-root capturing and joined the "wireshark" group. You should see this: 

https://www.wireshark.org/download/docs/Wireshark%20User%27s%20Guide.pdf
https://www.wireshark.org/download/docs/Wireshark%20User%27s%20Guide.pdf
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If you see wlan0 and traffic, then you're ready to use Wireshark. If you are on Ethernet, the traffic will be on eth0. 

Otherwise: 

1. Did you answer Yes to the non-root capture? You can check by entering this command 
pi@raspberrypi:~ $sudo dpkg-reconfigure wireshark-common 

which will show the allow non-root dialog that appeared during installation. Answer <Yes>. 

2. Did you log out and back in after adding yourself to the "wireshark" group? 

Go back and repeat the installation steps till you see a Wireshark window with the physical interfaces as shown 

above.  

SETTING UP A TEST & LEARNING ENVIRONMENT 

You can use an application such as the Windows DeviceHub (via an Alpaca dynamic driver as shown above), 

SkySafari Plus or Pro  on iOS or Cartes du Ciel on any of its supported platforms to connect to the OmniSim's 

Telescope Simulator. Or you can use the Workbench's ConformU tool though it produces a large amount of traffic.  

Once you have an app (anywhere) talking to the simulated telescope on the Pi, you can use the amazing Wireshark 

to see the HTTP/REST traffic between them. Here we use SkySafari Pro on 192.168.0.21, and we're running 

Wireshark on the same Pi that's running the OmniSimulator, on 192.168.0.42.  Have a look at this packet capture 

of SkySafari's initial connect to the Telescope. The key to setting this up is the display filter, which limits the display 

to HTTP and port 32323 (the OmniSim's port). If you make a mistake in the display filter the background will turn 

reddish. Without the display filter you will see a lot of uninteresting (for our purposes) trash. 

https://skysafariastronomy.com/skysafari-7-professional-astronomy-telescope-control-software-for-ios.html
https://www.ap-i.net/skychart/en/start
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Look at the list of REST transactions. The first gets the list of devices as shown. Next you see a PUT of true to the 

telescope's connected endpoint, and this succeeds. Then it GETs some capability properties: canslewasync, 

cansync, canpark, etc.  

It's beyond the scope of this document to be a tutorial on Wireshark. There are loads of videos on YouTube 

covering Wireshark. And there's always the PDF Wireshark User Manual.  

 

https://www.wireshark.org/download/docs/Wireshark%20User%27s%20Guide.pdf

